bread, and generally imposed order.5 He then turned to the reconstruction, delegating the task of articulating a strategy to his nearly eighty-year-old chief engineer, General Manuel da Maia (1677-1768), who submitted his thoughts in three short manuscripts.6 Pombal also commissioned the renowned physician Ant6nio Nunes Ribeiro Sanches There is a variance between this section--which da Maia specifically mentioned in the manuscript9-and one that was likely among the drawings submitted to Pombal for final approval on 12 June 1758 (see Figure 2 )-a discrepancy that may be accounted for by an advance in technology. Although da Maia insisted that buildings be kept to two stories above the ground floor to increase stability in the event of an earthquake and to reduce the amount of falling debris to which a larger building would subject passersby, the later section shows three stories above the ground floor.1o Dos Santos apparently felt secure enough to make this economically desirable addition because of a new antiseismic technique developed sometime in the two years following his initial design-the gaiola, a wooden "cage" built into the walls designed to absorb vibration."11 The later date of Figure 2 is confirmed by its caption, which states that the "insertion of wood in the houses" is depicted-an unmistakable reference to the gaiola.12
Little more than a decade later, Patte produced a street section (see Figure 1 ) for his 1769 work Mimoires sur les objets les plus importants de l'architecture, a collection of essays hailed by the Mercure de France as "one of the most useful and interesting books ever produced on architecture.""13 Patte recognized a need for specific information about building technology. Far too many volumes, he argued, dealt only with the question of proportions. "The most useful, the most essential part of architecture-in a word, construction-has barely been addressed. There is no indepth work on the subject which attempts to transmit successive discoveries, where it is explained how we have come to solve problems and make important economies. We are obliged to make guesses because of our state of perpetual ignorance of previous experience."14 One of the novel subjects treated by Patte is the construction of sewer systems, presented in the context of a utopian urban reform in which problems of health and sanitation were rectified at the street level.15 As a pioneer in the field, Patte was obliged to collect information-on building materials, foundations, the construction of quays and bridge piles, iron reinforcement for flat arches-wherever he could. To judge from the striking similarities between MImoires and the manuscripts of da Maia, Patte appears to have adopted not only dos Santos's section, but the information that it had been designed to present. Da Maia's main streets, which according to him were modeled after the tripartite system used in England, were to be 60 palms (40 French feet) wide, with 10 palms (7 French feet) reserved on each side for pedestrians, who would be protected from passing carts by regularly spaced bollards (see Figure 2) .16 Patte's street was similarly divided into a road of 42 feet, with 9 feet on each side for sidewalks (see It was essential for da Maia that future construction in Lisbon be able to resist the two forces that destroyed the old city-tremor and fire. As we have seen, da Maia recommended that buildings be limited to two stories above the ground floor. Patte's building reflects this proscription, but for a different reason: he did not wish to block sunlight from the street.20 Da Maia recognized that the fires that consumed Lisbon moved easily from building to building. For this reason, he insisted on roof-level firebreaks (visible in Figure 2 ).21 Patte, who believed that the Lisbon fires caused far more damage than the earthquake itself, had a more radical solution: structural wood was to be replaced entirely by lightweight and fireproof brick. 
